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Bi4a•, Parallel Suator with Through Transfer

L. P. kfiinogenov ari V. G. Yolosov

We know of binary parallel eunrutora with through transfer utilizing the Impe-

dance principle of ferrite work, consisting of paraphaso ferrite registers of the

tirst and second addends, connected with census bus-bars for the realization of the

logical function of addition according to a two moldulud with summtor ferritees

and census bus-bars, the state of which for obtaining a su in a given place, trans-

for and its inversion it the following place passes through the forrites of the re-

gister of the sum and is connected with the inversed and direct yield of the trans-

for of the preceeding place.

In the samator being described, the realization of the inpedance principle

of ferrite work is distinguished fron what Is known by the fact that w introduce

cmpensation bus-bars which Insure the census of mnite and the ferrite needed vitk

simultaneous notation of zero in the reining (non-vorking) ferritese

The d"ecribed binary parallel sumetor insures addition and subtractioa of two

binary 4diLits smamltaneoUly Is all plaoeea

The principal place diagrea of the binary parallel sua tor with througk tress-

foe is shows in the figlu,.
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Ferrite* 1--4 contitute one place of the sumstor, ferrites 5. 6 -- one plees

of an algebraic am, tferrites 7T 8 - the place of the register of the first addend

and ferrite. 9. 10 -- the place of the register of the second addend. Addenda a sad

a are given in direct code. The work of the circuit in simultaneous summation takes

place in four cOyles.

In the first cycle. addend a, given at input 21, is recorded in the register

of the first addend (ferrite$ 7e 8), and addend c, given at input 12. is recorded

In the register of the second addend (ferrites 9 end 10). In the second cycle the

pulse of the current is given at input 13. Depending on the state of the ferrite

of the registers of the addend& this pulse passe* to bus-bare 14. 15 or 16. rever-

sing the magnetism of the corresponding ferrite* of the sumurtor, In addition the

pulse of the current not only has its magnetism reversed to state 01" of the corr-

sponding ferrite, but the 00 state is also recorded in the remaining ferrite*.

In the third cycle the pulse enters input 17 or 18 depending on the presence

or absence of a transfer from the previous place. Depending on the state of the

ferrite& of the sintor the pulse is commted to bus-bars 19. 20, 21 or 22, reoor-

ding the corresponding information in the aum register (ferrites 5, 6).

In the fourth cycle we are given a pulse of sum subtraction at input 23. In-

formation corrssponding to the state of ferrites 5 and 6 is taken fram the output

terminals 24 and 25. For Improving the amplitude of spurious pulses through the

vindinga of the barrier ferrite. of the summator and enlarging the work reliabililt

of the circuit, a coensation bus-bar 26 is iatroduced.

Obiect of inventiom

A binary parallel swmmator vith through transfer, utilising the Iapedanes pri-

noiple of ferrite work, composed of parmpbaose ferrite registers of thi first and

second ddeMsn, connected by oenns bus-bars for realizetion of the logical function

of addition according to the ,two, mdlulvd vith ferrites of the sumstors censu

bus-bars the states of whioh for obtaining sumn in a given place, the transfer and
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end its Inversion in the following pleae pess through the ferrites of the sum regi-

ster and are comnected with the inverced and direct output of the trinefor of the

preoooding plea** are distinguished by the fact that for the purpose of enlarging

the reliability, through the territeo of the registers end the sumator pass campoa-

"atics bus-barse
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